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We determine the decay rate to leptons of the ground-state Υ meson and its first radial excitation
in lattice QCD for the first time. We use radiatively-improved NRQCD for the b quarks and include
u, d, s and c quarks in the sea with u/d masses down to their physical values. We find Γ(Υ→ e+e−)
= 1.19(11) keV and Γ(Υ′ → e+e−) = 0.69(9) keV, both in good agreement with experiment. The
decay constants we obtain are included in a summary plot of meson decay constants from lattice
QCD given in the Conclusions. We also test time-moments of the vector current-current correlator
against values determined from the b quark contribution to σ(e+e− → hadrons) and calculate the
b-quark piece of the hadronic vacuum polarisation contribution to the anomalous magnetic moment
of the muon, abµ = 0.271(37)× 10−10. Finally we determine the b-quark mass, obtaining in the MS
scheme, mb(mb, nf = 5) = 4.196(23) GeV, the most accurate result from lattice QCD to date.
I. INTRODUCTION
Precision tests of lattice QCD against experiment are
critical to provide benchmarks against which to calibrate
the reliability of predictions from lattice QCD for masses
and matrix elements [1]. Weak decay matrix elements
calculated in lattice QCD, for example, are critical to
the flavor physics programme [2, 3] of over-determining
the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix to find
signs of new physics. This is particularly important for
mesons containing a valence b quark. Lattice QCD there-
fore needs to provide a range of results for a variety of
hadrons containing b quarks to make sure that the anal-
ysis of systematic errors is sound. Focussing on quanti-
ties that are well measured experimentally enables strong
tests to be made.
Here we give lattice QCD results for the electromag-
netic annihilation rate for mesons, the Υ and its radial
excitation the Υ′, containing valence b quarks and an-
tiquarks. The hadronic parameter that determines this
rate, the matrix element of the vector current between
the vacuum and the Υ, is parameterised by a quantity
known as the decay constant. The determination of this
intrinsically non-perturbative quantity is both a test of
our lattice QCD approach to b quark physics and a test of
QCD itself, since other methods of determining this rate
have large systematic errors or uncertainties from model-
dependence that reduce the significance of the compar-
ison with experiment (see, for example, the discussion
in [4–7]). The recent success of lattice QCD in determin-
ing the leptonic width of the J/ψ to 4% [8, 9] makes clear
the power of a model-independent nonperturbative ap-
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proach to such calculations and we apply that approach
here, for the first time doing a complete calculation. For
related earlier work in Lattice QCD see [10–12]. This
calculation also provides the ‘missing piece’ of a set of
determinations of decay constants for a range of mesons
by the HPQCD collaboration and others. We provide a
plot which summarises the results.
Another test against experiment that can be done with
the same correlation functions is that of the b quark con-
tribution to σ(e+e− → hadrons). Again this is an elec-
tromagnetic rate and so the comparison is free from CKM
uncertainties. Here we also build on the success of a sim-
ilar calculation of the c quark contribution [8].
Finally we determine the b quark mass using the
current-current correlator method [13, 14]. Since we
use the NonRelativistic QCD (NRQCD) approach to b
quarks [15] here (including now O(αs) corrections to non-
leading terms in the nonrelativistic expansion [16]) our
result for mb has very different systematic errors to that
from the relativistic Highly Improved Staggered Quark
(HISQ) formalism [14]. Since both determinations have
0.5% uncertainties this provides a very stringent compar-
ison. We can also compare our result to that obtained
using an NRQCD calculation of Υ binding energies cou-
pled with a lattice QCD perturbation theory calculation
of the NRQCD zero of energy [17]. The agreement of
these three very different determinations is a good test
of our control of systematic errors. Accurate determina-
tion of the b quark mass is important for calculation of
the expected Higgs branching fraction to bb [18, 19].
The paper is laid out as follows: Section II gives an
overview of the methods used in the lattice calculation
and then Section III gives each set of results in turn, with
additional details in Appendices B and A. Section IV
gives our conclusions, including a summary of lattice
QCD results for meson decay constants.
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2II. LATTICE CALCULATION
We use ensembles of lattice gluon configurations pro-
vided by the MILC collaboration [20] at values of the
lattice spacing, a ≈ 0.15 fm, 0.12 fm and 0.09 fm.
The configurations include the effect of u, d, s and c
quarks in the sea using the highly improved staggered
quark (HISQ) formalism [21] and a gluon action improved
through O(αsa2) [22]. These then give significant im-
provements in the control of systematic errors from finite
lattice spacing and light quark mass effects over earlier
configurations.
We work at two different values of the u/d quark
masses (which are taken to be degenerate) in the sea.
One is at one fifth of the s quark mass, the other is the
physical u/d quark mass (ms/27.5). The lattice spacing
on these configurations is determined from the mass dif-
ference between the Υ′ and the Υ [16]. Table I lists the
parameters of the ensembles.
A. NRQCD
On these configurations we calculate b quark propaga-
tors using the improved NRQCD action developed in [16]
and [23]. The NRQCD Hamiltonian we use is given by:
aH = aH0 + aδH;
aH0 = − ∆
(2)
2amb
,
aδH = −c1 (∆
(2))2
8(amb)3
+ c2
i
8(amb)2
(
∇ · E˜ − E˜ · ∇
)
−c3 1
8(amb)2
σ ·
(
∇˜ × E˜ − E˜× ∇˜
)
−c4 1
2amb
σ · B˜+ c5 ∆
(4)
24amb
−c6 (∆
(2))2
16nh(amb)2
. (1)
Here ∇ is the symmetric lattice derivative and ∆(2) and
∆(4) the lattice discretization of the continuum
∑
iD
2
i
and
∑
iD
4
i respectively. amb is the bare b quark mass
in units of the lattice spacing. The parameter nh will
be discussed below. E˜ and B˜ are the chromoelectric
and chromomagnetic fields calculated from an improved
clover term [12]. The B˜ and E˜ are made anti-hermitian
but not explicitly traceless, to match the perturbative
calculations done using this action.
In terms of an expansion in the velocity of the heavy
quark, v, H0 is O(v2) and δH is O(v4), including dis-
cretisation corrections. H0 contains the bare quark mass
parameter which is nonperturbatively tuned to the cor-
rect value for the b quark as discussed below. The terms
in δH have coefficients ci whose values are fixed from
matching lattice NRQCD to full QCD. This matching
takes account of high momentum modes that differ be-
Set a/fm aml ams amc Ls/a Lt/a Ncfg
1 0.1474(5)(14) 0.013 0.065 0.838 16 48 1020
2 0.1450(3)(14) 0.00235 0.0647 0.831 32 48 1000
3 0.1219(2)(9) 0.0102 0.0509 0.635 24 64 1052
4 0.1189(2)(9) 0.00184 0.0507 0.628 48 64 1000
5 0.0884(3)(5) 0.0074 0.037 0.440 32 96 1008
TABLE I: Details of gluon field configurations used in this
calculation [20]. a is the lattice spacing, fixed from the mass
difference between the Υ′ and Υ in [16]. The first error is
from statistics and the second from NRQCD systematics in
that determination and from experiment. Sets 1 and 2 are
‘very coarse’, sets 3 and 4 are ‘coarse’ and set 5 is ‘fine’. aml,
ams and amc are the light (u and d are taken to have the
same mass), strange and charm sea quark masses. Sets 1,
3 and 5 have ml = 0.2ms and sets 2 and 4 have ml at its
physical value. Ls/a and Lt/a are the number of lattice sites
in the spatial and temporal directions respectively and Ncfg
is the number of configurations in the ensemble. We calculate
propagators from 4 or 16 time sources on each ensemble to
increase statistics. Correlators are calculated up to a time
separation between source and sink of 40 on sets 1–4 and 48
on fine set 5.
tween NRQCD and full QCD and so it can be done per-
turbatively, giving the ci the expansion 1+c
(1)
i αs+O(α2s).
Here we include O(αs) corrections to the coefficients of
the O(v4) kinetic terms, c1, c5 and c6, and, for some
of the ensembles, the chromomagnetic term, c4 [16, 23].
The effect of O(αs) corrections to other terms (with coef-
ficients c2 and c3) at O(v4) will be estimated by looking
at the effect of theO(αs) corrections to c4. TheO(αs) co-
efficients to c1, c4, c5 and c6 are calculated after tadpole-
improvement to the gluon field, which means dividing
all the links, Uµ(x) by a tadpole-parameter, u0, before
constructing covariant derivatives or E and B fields for
the Hamiltonian above. For u0 we took the mean trace
of the gluon field in Landau gauge, u0L [16]. Tadpole-
improvement means that the c
(1)
i coefficients are typically
less than O(1), whereas without tadpole-improvement
they can be much larger because of the effect of tadpole
diagrams in the lattice theory. The values used for U0L
and ci on the different ensembles are given in Table II.
This improved NRQCD action has been used for ac-
curate calculations of the Υ spectrum [16, 25, 26] and B
and Bs meson masses [27] and decay constants [24].
Given the NRQCD action above, the heavy quark
propagator is readily calculated from its lattice time evo-
lution given by:
G(x, t+ 1) =
(
1− aδH
2
)(
1− aH0
2nh
)nh
U†t (x) (2)
×
(
1− aH0
2nh
)nh (
1− aδH
2
)
G(x, t)
with starting condition:
G(x, 0) = φ(x)1. (3)
Here 1 is the unit matrix in color and (2-component)
3Set amb aMkin aE0 u0L c1, c6 c5 c4
1 3.297 7.087(8) 0.27823(5) 0.8195 1.36 1.21 1.0
1 3.297 7.109(10) 0.25137(6) 0.8195 1.36 1.21 1.22
1 3.42 7.303(15) 0.27669(5) 0.8195 1.36 1.21 1.0
2 3.25 6.988(14) 0.24950(2) 0.8195 1.36 1.21 1.22
3 2.66 5.761(14) 0.28458(2) 0.8340 1.31 1.16 1.0
4 2.62 5.717(9) 0.25161(2) 0.8341 1.31 1.16 1.20
5 1.91 4.264(11) 0.27767(2) 0.8525 1.21 1.12 1.0
TABLE II: Summary of the valence b quark mass and other
action parameters for the NRQCD action on the different en-
sembles of Table I. The b quark mass in lattice units (column
2) was tuned by calculating the spin-average of the ‘kinetic
masses’ of the Υ and ηb as described in the text and given in
column 3. In column 4 we give the corresponding spin-average
of the ground-state energies, needed to reinstate the ‘zero of
energy’ in the current-current correlator. Results for sets 3
and 5 are from [16]. Column 5 gives the parameter u0L used
for ‘tadpole-improving’ the gluon field [16, 24] and columns
6, 7 and 8 give the coefficients of kinetic and chromomagnetic
terms used in the NRQCD action. c1, c5 and c6 (c1 and c6
have the same value) are correct through O(αs) [16]. For c4
we used the O(αs) corrected value [16, 23] for sets 2 and 4 but
the value 1.0 on sets 1, 3 and 5. The top row of parameters
for set 1 are our ‘preferred’ ones and these are the results that
will be plotted in Figures, unless stated otherwise. Results for
the other values of c4 (row 2) amb (row 3) allow us to judge
the effect of changing these parameters.
spin space and φ(x) is a simple function of spatial po-
sition, often called a ‘smearing function’. We can use
such a function because we fix the gluon field configu-
rations to Coulomb gauge. At zero spatial momentum
the antiquark propagator is the complex conjugate of the
quark propagator for a source of the kind given in eq. (3).
The parameter nh has no physical significance, but is in-
cluded for improved numerical stability of high momen-
tum modes that do not contribute to bound states [15].
Here we use nh = 4 throughout. nh also appears in the
final term of δH (eq. (1)) because of the correction for
the discretisation error in the time derivative [15].
B. Meson Correlators
Quark and antiquark propagators are combined to
form meson correlation functions by matching up color
indices and combining appropriate spin indices. We will
focus almost entirely on the vector Υ states here, created
at x1 with an interpolating operator
Y (φ)(x1) =
∑
x2
ψ†(x1)σiφ(x1 − x2)χ†(x2) (4)
where ψ† creates a 2-component quark, χ†, an antiquark
and σi is the Pauli spin matrix σx, σy or σz for different Υ
polarisations. A meson correlation function that uses this
operator at the source (sc) and an equivalent operator to
destroy the meson at the sink (sk) can then be made
by combining quark and antiquark propagators at lattice
time t into
C(t) = 〈0|[Y (φsk)t ]†Y (φsc)0 |0〉 (5)
=
∑
y1,y2
Tr[σiG
†
δ(y1, t)σiφsk(y1 − y2)Gφsc(y2, t)].
Here Gδ is generated using eq. (3) with φ(x) set equal to
a delta function and Gφsc with φ(x) = φsc(x). φsk is the
sink smearing function which need not be the same as at
the source. The convolution can is implemented using a
Fast Fourier Transform. The meson correlation function
is projected onto zero spatial momentum by the sum over
sink spatial indices and the trace is over color and spin
indices.
Meson correlation functions in principle contain all the
states of the system consistent with the quantum num-
bers of the operator used. Here we can restrict ourselves
to bottomonium states because we have not allowed any
mixing with other sectors; this is expected to have neg-
ligible effect for Υ mesons in any case. By inserting a
complete set of states into the first line of eq. (5) we see
that the (Euclidean) time dependence of C(t) is given by:
C(t) =
mexp−1∑
m=0
c(φsc,m)c
∗(φsk,m)e−Emt. (6)
Here Em denote the (NRQCD) energies of the ladder of
mexp vector bottomonium states that we include. m = 0
corresponds to the ground-state Υ, m = 1 to the Υ′
etc. The components of the amplitude of a given state
depend on the overlap of the action of the operator Y on
the vacuum with that state:
c(φ,m) = 〈0|Y (φ)|Υ(m)〉/
√
2MΥ(n) , (7)
where M denotes the meson mass and we use the con-
ventional 2M normalisation for states at rest. From this
it is clear that different choices of φ allow us to change
the contributions of different states to the meson correla-
tor. At large times all correlators are dominated by the
ground-state, but at relatively short times meson cor-
relators made with smeared propagators can have very
different time-dependence that allows us to extract the
properties of excited states.
We used this technique, a standard one in lattice
QCD calculations, to determine the masses of the Υ′
and Υ′′ in [16]. We used a delta function source and
two ‘hydrogen-wavefunction’ smearings, adjusting their
radius as we changed the lattice spacing. This enabled
us to make a 5× 5 matrix of meson correlators by com-
bining different smeared quark and antiquark propaga-
tors together (i.e. generalising eq. (5) to the case where
both propagators have a smeared source). Fitting the
elements of this matrix simultaneously to eq. (6) enabled
us to extract the energies, Em. The differences E1 − E0
and E2 −E0 correspond to the mass differences between
the Υ′ and Υ′′ respectively and the Υ. We determined
the lattice spacing in [16] by setting E1−E0 equal to its
experimental value.
4C. Tuning Parameters
The ‘zero of energy’ is missing in NRQCD and so to
convert mass differences to absolute masses, and hence
to tune the quark mass, requires a separate calculation
of the energy offset. This is done by calculating the en-
ergy of a meson as a function of spatial momentum and
determining a ‘kinetic mass’ which can be compared to
experiment. This is defined by [12]:
aMkin =
p2a2 − (a∆E)2
2a∆E
(8)
for a meson with spatial momentum p and with ∆E =
E(p) − E(0). We determine E(p) and E(0) for the
ground-state Υ and (pseudoscalar) ηb mesons (i.e. m = 0
in eq. (6)) using only delta function sources for the b
quark propagators. We use a wall of random numbers
drawn from U(1) for these sources, patterned with an
appropriate Fourier phase, since this improves statistical
accuracy significantly [28]. Although the kinetic mass is
independent of the momentum p to high accuracy [12]
we fix a particular momentum to determine it given by
the lattice momentum (1, 1, 1)2pi/Ls.
Tuning the b quark mass means adjusting the value
in the action until the kinetic mass for a specific me-
son agrees with experiment, given a result for the lattice
spacing which is used to convert the dimensionless mass
aMkin into physical units. Since our NRQCD action in-
cludes only the leading spin-dependent terms (along with
their radiative corrections) the kinetic masses for Υ and
ηb show a systematic error in that they appear in the
wrong order with the Υ kinetic mass lower than that of
the ηb. As explained in [16] this is because the difference
in binding energy from the chromomagnetic term has not
been incorporated correctly into the kinetic mass, since
a relativistic correction to the chromomagnetic term is
required for this to happen. To remove this effect in our
quark mass tuning we instead tune the spin-average of
the Υ and ηb masses to experiment, defining
Mkin =
3Mkin,Υ +Mkin,ηb
4
. (9)
The values we obtain at the valence b quark masses used
on each ensemble are given in Table II. The appropriate
experimental value to compare this to is the spin-average
of experimental Υ and ηb masses (MΥ,ηb) [29], adjusted
for the fact that we are working in a world without elec-
tromagnetism (which pushes up both Υ and ηb masses by
an estimated 1.6 MeV [30]). Putting this shift in gives a
value for MΥ,ηb of 9.446(2) GeV. Here we have taken a
100% error on this shift and also allowed an error (but
no shift) for the fact that we do not allow our ηb meson
to annihilate to gluons. We earlier estimated the absence
of gluon annihilation would shift the ηb mass upwards by
approximately 2.4 MeV [30]. Here we simply take this
(divided by 4 reflecting the ηb contribution to the spin-
average) as an additional uncertainty.
From Table II we see that our b quark mass is typically
tuned at the level of 1%, consistent with the accuracy
with which we have determined the lattice spacing. The
statistical accuracy on the kinetic mass itself is much bet-
ter than this. We have used two different quark masses
on set 1 so that we can test the mb dependence of results.
The well-tuned mass on this set is amb = 3.297 and this
is the preferred value for our results. amb = 3.42 then
represents mistuning by 3–4%.
In [16] we discussed the impact of improving the
NRQCD action on kinetic masses and properties of the
spectrum. For the calculation of this paper we are fo-
cussed on the amplitudes given in eq. (7). In Appendix B
we show how the v4 terms in the NRQCD action modify
the amplitudes to give improved relativistic covariance.
D. The Vector Current
Our key result here is for the overlap or matrix element
between the vacuum and an Υ state of an operator Y
which corresponds to the local vector current JV that
couples to a photon. The hadronic parameter known as
the decay constant, f , is defined for an Υ at rest, or any
of its radial excitations, by
〈0|JV,i|Υ(m)j 〉 = fΥ(m)MΥ(m)δij (10)
where i is the polarisation of the vector current, j is the
polarisation of the Υ and MΥ is its mass. The square of
the decay constant is then related to the experimentally
measurable leptonic width by:
Γ(Υ(m) → e+e−) = 4pi
3
α2QEDe
2
b
f2
Υ(m)
MΥ(m)
(11)
where eb is the b quark electric charge in units of e (1/3).
The appropriate value for αQED here is that at the b
quark mass, αQED(mb) = 1/132 [31]. Higher-order elec-
tromagnetic processes are suppressed because the Υ must
decay to an odd number of photons. The experimen-
tal values for the leptonic width are accurately known
for Υ, Υ′ and Υ′′ following a dedicated programme by
CLEO [32–34].
To determine fΥ accurately from lattice QCD we need
an accurate representation on the lattice, in terms of an
operator Y , of the vector current. Since we are using a
nonrelativistic formalism we take a nonrelativistic expan-
sion of the current including leading and next-to-leading
order (O(v2)) corrections. For the vector case the leading
operator is given by
J
(0)
V,NRQCD,i = χ
†σiψ. (12)
This corresponds to Y of eq. (4) with the smearing func-
tion φ set to a delta function. It is therefore one of the
standard set of operators that we typically include in the
5spectrum calculation. There is only one subleading oper-
ator to consider at O(v2) which we can take to be [12, 35]:
J
(1)
V,NRQCD,i = χ
†σi
∆ˆ(2)
(amb)2
ψ. (13)
∆ˆ(2) is a representation of the ∆(2) operator in which we
choose (because we are working in Coulomb gauge) not
to include the gluon links multiplying the shifted quark
fields. This operator is readily implemented at the source
by acting with ∆ˆ(2) on a delta function source. At the
sink we simply apply ∆ˆ(2) to, say, the quark propagator
before combining with the antiquark propagator. There
is a further O(v2) operator that has a ‘D-wave’ derivative
term [12, 36, 37]. However, since the mixing between
the S-wave Υ states we are considering here and D-wave
states is already suppressed by powers of v2 and observed
to be small [25] we can safely neglect that term at this
order.
We can then contruct a vector current in NRQCD
matched order by order in v2 and αs to the continuum
vector current whose matrix element appears in eq. (10)
and eq. (11). The required matrix element can then be
determined in our lattice calculation. At next-to-leading
order in v2 we write
JV = ZV JV,NRQCD (14)
≡ ZV (J (0)V,NRQCD + k1J (1)V,NRQCD).
where we have dropped the polarisation index for clar-
ity. From tree-level matching of NRQCD and continuum
vector currents k1 = 1/6. Calculations in lattice pertur-
bation theory show substantial corrections are possible
at O(αs) [35]. Here we determine both k1 and the over-
all normalisation, ZV , nonperturbatively on the lattice
by comparing to continuum QCD perturbation theory
for time-moments of the vector current-current correla-
tor. This is described in detail in Appendix A where
the values of ZV and k1 obtained are given. Since we
use current-current correlator methods both to determine
ZV /k1 and to determine the b quark mass, we give here
some of the notation and key equations that we use.
E. Moments
Vector bottomonium correlators CV,NRQCD(t) are con-
structed using JV,NRQCD of eq. (14) at source and sink.
The time-moments are then defined by:
GV,NRQCDn = (15)
2
∑
t
(t/a)nCV,NRQCD(t) exp(−[Mkin − E0]t)
where the factor of 2 is needed to relate the moments to
continuum values since the nonrelativistic quark prop-
agators only propagate forwards in time (see eq. (3))
and not in both directions. The moment number n =
n r
(1)
n r
(2)
n r
(3)
n
4 0.7623 0.2750 -0.2347
6 0.7727 0.7190 -0.1865
8 0.6102 0.7990 -0.1398
10 0.3500 0.7170 -0.2420
12 0.0248 0.5907 -0.4147
14 -0.3475 0.5018 -0.5806
16 -0.7563 0.5096 -0.6972
18 -1.1935 0.6618 -0.7592
20 -1.6550 0.9958 -0.7894
22 -2.1360 1.5433 -0.8546
TABLE III: Coefficients of the perturbative series rVn = 1 +∑
i r
(i)
n αs(µ) for µ = mb(µ). Results are taken from [38–42]
for the case with nl = 4 light quarks in the sea (u, d, s and c)
and no heavy (b) quarks (nh = 0), except for r
(3)
n , which uses
the nl = 4, nh = 1 case from [42].
4, 6, 8, . . .. The exponential factor gives the NRQCD me-
son correlator the correct time-dependence by restoring
the ‘zero of energy’ missing from the Hamiltonian. We
use the values of Mkin and the spin-averaged ground-
state energy, E0, obtained from the results of tuning the
b quark mass discussed above and given in Table II.
The NRQCD current-current correlator is related by
the ZV renormalisation factor for the current to that of
the continuum current-current correlator, up to discreti-
sation and relativistic corrections:
GVn = Z
2
VG
V,NRQCD
n . (16)
Continuum time-moments can be derived [13] from q2-
derivative moments of the heavy-quark vacuum polari-
sation function that are calculable in continuum QCD
perturbation theory [38–42].
GVn =
gVn (αs, µ/mb)
[amb(µ)]n−2
(17)
where gVn is known through O(α3s) either completely or
approximately [42] up to n = 22. If we work in the MS
scheme then mb is the b quark mass in that scheme at
the scale µ. Because the continuum perturbation theory
has been obtained to such high order (next-to-next-to-
next-to-leading order) we make use of this in our lattice
calculation, rather than using lower order lattice QCD
perturbation theory.
To reduce discretisation errors and sensitivity to tuning
of the lattice b quark mass we make use of ratios of GVn
to the result obtained in the free case, i.e. by setting
the gluon field, Uµ(x), to the unit matrix in color space
and using tree-level values for all of the coefficients in the
NRQCD Hamiltonian. Then
GV,U=1n = 2
∑
t
(t/a)nCV,NRQCD,U=1(t) exp(−2mbt).
(18)
where now the zero of energy offset is simply twice the
b quark mass in the NRQCD action for that ensemble.
6Then
RVn ≡ GVn /GV,U=1n (19)
= rVn (αMS , µ/mb)
[
mb
mb(µ)
]n−2
.
rVn is a perturbative expansion starting with 1, being
the ratio of the expansion for GVn to the leading, zeroth
order, coefficient and mb/mb is the ratio of the lattice
NRQCD quark mass and the mass in the MS scheme,
i.e. the inverse of the mass renormalisation factor for
lattice NRQCD1.
Table III gives the perturbative coefficients for the per-
turbative series for rVn up to and including that for α
3
s
(i.e. next-to-next-to-next-to-leading order). The analytic
calculations for the coefficients are done for the vacuum
polarisation function of a heavy quark loop with nl light
quark loops and nh quark loops with the same mass as
the heavy quark. Since we are working with u, d, s and c
quarks in the sea but no b quarks we use, where possible,
nl = 4 and nh = 0. However this treats the c quark mass
as zero with potential errors from this of O(α2s(mc/mb)2,
i.e. 0.05α2s. The α
3
s coefficients are taken from the nu-
merical approximate results in [42] for the case nh = 1,
nl = 4. From comparing exact formula for the first few
moments [38–41], results for different nl values and also
the double-quark loop results of [43] it is clear that nh val-
ues differing by 1 make negligible difference at this order.
We evaluate the series using αs in the MS scheme at the
scale µ equal to mb(mb), thus avoiding additional loga-
rithms of µ/mb. We take αMS(nf = 5,MZ) = 0.1185(6)
and mb(mb) = 4.18(3) [29], giving αMS(nf = 4,mb(mb))
= 0.2268(24). We take a truncation uncertainty in rVn of
0.25α3s, which covers the perturbative error from treating
mc as zero, the approximations at (O)(α
3
s) and unknown
coefficients of size 1 at O(α4s). Almost all of the coeffi-
cients in Table III for orders below α4s are less than 1.
Here we use Rn to determine the NRQCD-continuum
current matching parameter ZV which appears in G
V
n in
eq. (16). For this we need to take ratios of powers of
different moments to cancel factors of the quark mass, as
described in Appendix A.
F. The Quark Mass
We also determine the quark mass in the MS scheme
from Rn and for this we need to cancel factors of ZV .
Since ZV appears to the same power in each time-
moment the ratio of successive time moments is inde-
pendent of ZV . To extract mb in terms of a physical
quantity we multiply by the ratio of the spin-average of
1 Note that, although we follow the same procedure as in [13] our
definitions of Rn and rn given here are not the same.
the Υ and ηb kinetic masses to twice the lattice NRQCD
b quark mass. Then[
Rnrn−2
Rn−2rn
]1/2
Mkin
2mb
=
MΥ,ηb
2mb(µ)
. (20)
for n ≥ 6. From the right-hand side we can determine
mb using the experimental spin-average of the Υ and ηb
masses.
In this way we are able to extract a great deal of physics
from the correlator CV,NRQCD(t) and the results will be
given in Section III.
Having defined the NRQCD current from perturba-
tion theory for the correlator time-moments we can fit
CV,NRQCD(t) as a function of t in combination with the
matrix of smeared correlators described above and deter-
mine the matrix elements of JV that give the Υ and Υ
′
decay constants. Hence we can determine their leptonic
widths from eq. (11). Simultaneously time-moments
of CV,NRQCD(t) can be directly compared to inverse
s-moments of the b-quark contribution to σ(e+e− →
hadrons). In Section III we give the lattice results for
the moments from eq. (15) and compare to the val-
ues extracted from experimental results on e+e− →
hadrons [44]. A final application is that of the accurate
determination of the b quark mass in the MS scheme
using eq. (20).
III. RESULTS
A. Υ Leptonic Width
For the leptonic width of the Υ we need to determine
the matrix element given in eq. (7) for the ground state,
m = 0. Since the ground-state dominates the correla-
tion function at large values of t this can be done from
a meson correlation function in which we simply use the
local current of eq. (14) at source and sink. By calculat-
ing separately the pieces corresponding to J
(0)
V,NRQCD and
J
(1)
V,NRQCD we can generate correlation functions for dif-
ferent values of the current correction coefficient k1 and
investigate the effect of that on the determination of the
overall renormalisation factor, ZV , using continuum per-
turbation theory for the current-current correlator. This
is described in Appendix A and the results we obtain for
k1 and ZV are given in Table IX.
We fit the 2 × 2 matrix of correlation functions that
correspond to J
(0)
V,NRQCD or J
(1)
V,NRQCD at source and sink
to the form given in eq. (6) to extract the ground-state
amplitude for each current, c(J
(j)
V,NRQCD, 0). We use a
standard Bayesian fitting approach [45] constraining the
amplitudes with priors of width between 3 and 5 times
the ground state amplitude, and energy differences be-
tween excited states with prior 600± 300 MeV. The am-
plitudes are given, for each set of gluon configurations, in
Table IV. Statistical errors are small in this case. Note
7Set amb c4 c(J
(0)
V , 0) c(J
(1)
V , 0) a
3/2fΥ
√
MΥ
1 3.297 1.0 0.9422(22) -0.2439(6) 1.334(4)(33)
1 3.297 1.22 0.9194(24) -0.2355(7) 1.346(4)(34)
1 3.42 1.0 0.9695(23) -0.2373(6) 1.376(4)(40)
2 3.25 1.22 0.9087(21) -0.2371(6) 1.304(3)(35)
3 2.66 1.0 0.7153(17) -0.2360(6) 0.929(2)(26)
4 2.62 1.20 0.6821(18) -0.2268(6) 0.914(3)(23)
5 1.91 1.0 0.4523(8) -0.2109(4) 0.604(1)(11)
TABLE IV: Columns 4 and 5 give the ground-state (Υ) am-
plitudes for operators corresponding to the leading (J
(0)
V ab-
breviating J
(0)
V,NRQCD) and next-to-leading (J
(1)
V,NRQCD) pieces
of the NRQCD vector current for bb annihilation (before mul-
tiplication by ZV ). Errors are statistical/fitting errors. Col-
umn 6 gives the corresponding values for the decay constant
parameter fΥ
√
MΥ in lattice units. The first error is statisti-
cal and the second from the ZV factor used to normalise the
current.
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FIG. 1: The hadronic parameter fΥ
√
MΥ from our lattice
calculation plotted against the square of the lattice spacing.
Open blue circules give results from sets 1, 3 and 5 and open
red squares, sets 2 and 4. The grey band gives the physical
value resulting from a fit to lattice-spacing and sea-quark mass
dependence combined with other sources of systematic error
as described in the text. The width of the grey band is then
twice our total error. The black diamond gives the result
derived from the experimental leptonic width using eq. (11).
that the matrix elements of J (1) are negative, as expected
from the form it takes (eq. (13)).
We can combine these amplitudes with the values for
k1 and ZV from Table IX to form the amplitude for JV,i.
In fact what we do is to make up correlators that cor-
respond to using operator JV,i at source and sink and
fit that as above to obtain the ground-state amplitude.
The two methods give the same result. Multiplying these
amplitudes by
√
2 and ZV gives fΥ
√
MΥ in lattice units
using eqs. (7) and (10). These values are given in the
rightmost column in Table IV. The error on the ampli-
tude is dominated by that from ZV and, in determining
this error, we pay attention to the correlation between the
uncertainty in k1 and that in ZV as given in Table IX
2.
f
√
M is the hadronic parameter that is the direct out-
put from our lattice QCD calculation and from which we
must determine a physical result to be compared with
experiment. The results for f
√
M (converted to physi-
cal units using the lattice spacing values in Table I) are
plotted against the square of the lattice spacing in Fig-
ure 1. We see relatively little dependence on either the
lattice spacing or the sea quark masses. Table IV also
shows that changing the coefficient c4 in the NRQCD ac-
tion has insignificant effect. Changing the b quark mass
from 3.297 (well-tuned, and plotted on Figure 1) on set 1
to 3.42 (badly-tuned) has a visible effect and we can use
this to estimate tuning uncertainties.
To obtain a physical result from our lattice values we
must fit them as a function of lattice spacing and of sea
light quark mass. Our results on sets 2 and 4 correspond
to a physical value of the u/d sea mass but in order to
incorporate fully any lattice spacing dependence we need
also to include sets 1, 3 and 5 in the fit.
For the fits we use the method developed in [16] allow-
ing for both ‘standard’ discretisation errors that come
from the gluon or light quark actions but also higher or-
der discretisation errors in the NRQCD action that may
have amb-dependent coefficients. Adding these terms in
to our fit allows them to contribute to the error on the
physical result. Since we will use this fit for other quan-
tities we simply denote the hadronic parameter which is
the subject of the fit by h, here fΥ
√
MΥ. We use the
form:
h(a,msea) = hphys[1 + blδmsea/(10ms) + (21)∑
j=1,3
cj(aΛ)
2j +
∑
j=1,2
(aΛ)2j [cjbδxm + cjbb(δxm)
2]
The second term in square brackets accounts for the sea
quark mass dependence using a simple linear dependence
expected at leading order. Since the sea mass dependence
is very small this is sufficient. δmsea is the difference be-
tween the sum of twice the light and strange sea quark
masses and its physical value. The physical values of the
s quark mass (for the lattice spacing values in Table I)
are given in [16] and we take the ratio of physical s to
light quark mass as 27.5 [29]. The factor of 10ms in the
denominator is a convenient way (cancelling the mass
renormalisation) to introduce the chiral scale of 1 GeV.
The third term accounts for standard discretisation er-
rors, using a scale of Λ where we set Λ = 500 MeV. The
2 Note that the normalisation of the amplitudes that we are us-
ing here is that appropriate to that of the decay constant. A
normalisation that is frequently used instead in NRQCD calcu-
lations [12] is that appropriate to determining a wavefunction.
The difference between the two normalisations for the amplitude
is
√
6.
8terms containing δxm allow for discretisation effects with
dependence on the b quark mass in the NRQCD action by
modelling this with a linear and quadratic term. δxm is
chosen to vary from -0.5 to 0.5 across our range of masses
by taking δxm = (amb−2.7)/1.5. We use eq. (21) within
a Bayesian fitting approach [45] taking priors on the co-
efficients of the fit as 0.0(1.0) except for c1 which we take
as 0.0(0.5) since tree-level a2 errors are absent from our
action and so we expet this term to be at most O(αs).
We take a prior width of 50% on hphys.
The physical value for the leptonic width that we ob-
tain from the fit (χ2 = 0.57 for 5 degrees of freedom) is
1.995(90) GeV3/2. To this we must add systematic errors
corresponding to:
• missing higher order current corrections. These are
of O(v4) in a relativistic expansion and so this can
be estimated at 1% for the Υ, where v2 ≈ 10%.
• uncertainty in tuning the b quark mass. This is
at most 1% from Table I and II and is mainly a
consequence of the uncertainty in the determina-
tion of the lattice spacing giving the physical value
for Mkin. From Table IV, comparing results from
amb = 3.297 and 3.42, we see that this leads to a
possible 1% uncertainty in the decay constant.
• electromagnetic effects (missing from our calcula-
tion). Electromagnetic effects in the Υ and ηb
masses have alresdy been accounted for but at
0.02% are negligible. Effects of the decay constant
arising from the additional electromagnetic attrac-
tion of quark and antiquark can be estimated from
a potential model, to give 0.2% [46].
• missing b quarks in the sea. The effect of b quarks
in the sea induces a short-distance potential [46] be-
tween heavy quarks similar to the hyperfine poten-
tial which causes differences between fΥ and fηb .
Since these differences are small [47] the effect is
negligible.
This gives a final physical result of 1.995(94) GeV3/2
with error budget given in Table V. Errors are dominated
by those from the lattice spacing dependence and ZV .
Dividing by the square root of the experimental Υ mass
gives a decay constant result with a 5% uncertainty:
fΥ = 0.649(31)GeV. (22)
In Section IV we will include this value in a summary
plot of decay constants from across the meson spectrum.
We can use the experimental value of the Υ leptonic
width, 1.340(18) keV to determine a value of fΥ
√
MΥ of
2.119(14) GeV 3/2 (and a value for fΥ of 0.689(5) GeV)
using eq. (11). The value for fΥ
√
MΥ is marked on the
plot in Figure 1 for comparison to our results. The agree-
ment is good, within 1.5σ. The value for fΥ will be com-
pared to our results in Figure 6 in the Conclusions. Al-
ternatively we can compute a leptonic width from our
Error fΥ
√
MΥ mb(10GeV)
Statistics 0.3 0.0
ZV /k1 2.5 0.3
perturbation theory/αs - 0.3
uncertainty in a 1.6 0.0
lattice spacing dependence 3.4 0.4
sea-quark mass dependence 1.0 0.0
b-quark mass tuning 1.0 0.0
NRQCD systematics 1.0 0.3
electromagnetism ηb annihilation 0.0 0.0
total 4.8 0.7
TABLE V: Error budget for the quantities determined in this
paper. Errors are given as a percentage of the final answer.
For fΥ
√
MΥ the perturbation theory errors are included in
the errors from ZV /k1 and not separated. Errors from the
lattice spacing dependence are determined from the fit and
include NRQCD uncertainties. Errors smaller than 0.1% are
denoted by 0.0.
result for fΥ
√
MΥ using eq. (11), along with the exper-
imental value for the Υ mass and αQED. We obtain
Γ(Υ → e+e−) = 1.19(11) keV, again in good agreement
with the experimental result.
B. Υ′ Leptonic Width
To determine the Υ′ leptonic width we can make use
of the ratio of amplitudes with that of the Υ to cancel
ZV and reduce the uncertainty from that source. We also
expect lattice spacing and tuning uncertainties to cancel
to a large extent. The ratio of the amplitudes for JV,i in
the ground and first-excited states gives:
A =
〈0|JV,i|Υ(1)〉
〈0|JV,i|Υ(0)〉 =
fΥ′
fΥ
√
MΥ′
MΥ
. (23)
To determine the properties of excited states accurately it
is important to use smeared sources, as described in Sec-
tion II B and used in [16] to obtain excited state masses.
Here we combine results from a local source (correspond-
ing to J
(0)
V,NRQCD) and sink operator J
(1)
V,NRQCD with the
matrix of correlators used in [16]. We use the 3×3 matrix
of smearings called l, g and e in [16]. The ‘l’ smearing is
the local operator corresponding to J
(0)
V,NRQCD so the ll
correlator already has this operator at source and sink.
The other correlators in the matrix (lg, ge, gg etc [16])
add information about the excited states. From fits to
all of the correlators we can then extract matrix elements
for J
(0)
V,NRQCD and J
(1)
V,NRQCD in both the ground-state and
excited states. We rapidly lose statistical accuracy, how-
ever, and so restrict ourselves here to the ground and
first excited state. We use 9-exponential fits of the form
given in eq. (6) with standard priors on energies and am-
plitudes (600± 300 MeV on excited state mass splittings
and an amplitude prior width corresponding to 3–5 times
the ground state local amplitude).
91 3 5
amb 3.42 2.66 1.91
c(J(0), 0) 0.9720(2) 0.7160(1) 0.4523(1)
c(J(1), 0) -0.2376(1) -0.2362(1) -0.2109(1)
c(J(0), 1) 0.791(8) 0.570(8) 0.360(2)
c(J(1), 1) -0.277(4) -0.261(5) -0.225(1)
A 0.854(16) 0.813(14) 0.774(7)
TABLE VI: Amplitudes for the operators corresponding to
the leading (J
(0)
V,NRQCD) (abbreviated to J
(0)) and next-to-
leading (J
(1)
V,NRQCD) pieces of the NRQCD vector current for
both the Υ (0) and Υ′ (1) mesons. A is the ratio given in
eq. (23). The error on A includes the error from the uncer-
tainty in k1. Results are sets 1 (with amb = 3.42), 3 and
5.
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FIG. 2: The ratio of hadronic parameters f
√
M for Υ′ to Υ
plotted against the square of the lattice spacing. The grey
band gives the physical value resulting from a fit to lattice-
spacing combined with other sources of systematic error as
described in the text. The width of the grey band is then
twice our total error. The black burst gives the result derived
from the experimental leptonic widths using eq. (11).
Table VI gives results for the matrix elements for Υ
and Υ′ for sets 1, 3 and 5. The results for the Υ agree
with those from Table IV but are more accurate because
of the additional information being used here. For the Υ′
we see that the matrix element for J
(0)
V,NRQCD is smaller in
magnitude than that for the Υ and the matrix element for
J
(1)
V,NRQCD is bigger in magnitude. The table also gives
the ratio, A, above, obtained by combining the results
using the value of k1, along with its uncertainty, obtained
in Appendix A. Our set 1 results are for our mistuned
(by 4%) b quark mass but we expect this to make little
difference to the ratio.
Figure 2 shows the results for A plotted against the
square of the lattice spacing. We fit the ratio as a func-
tion of lattice spacing using the fit form given in eq. (21).
We take the same set of priors as those described earlier
for the decay constant except that we increase the prior
Set amb c4 n = 4 n = 6 n = 8 n = 10
1 3.297 1.0 0.0492(6) 0.193(2) 0.307(3) 0.399(4)
1 3.297 1.22 0.0487(6) 0.192(2) 0.306(3) 0.398(4)
1 3.42 1.0 0.0453(6) 0.185(2) 0.299(3) 0.387(4)
2 3.25 1.22 0.0500(7) 0.193(2) 0.306(3) 0.397(4)
3 2.66 1.0 0.0643(8) 0.203(2) 0.308(3) 0.401(4)
4 2.62 1.20 0.0635(7) 0.200(2) 0.302(2) 0.393(3)
5 1.91 1.0 0.0755(9) 0.198(2) 0.297(2) 0.391(3)
TABLE VII: Values for (Gn)
1/(n−2) in GeV1/2 for n = 4,
6, 8 and 10 for each ensemble and set of parameters that we
use. Errors are from statistics, ZV , k1 and the determination
of the lattice spacing.
on the conventional a2 dependence to 1.0 since strong a-
dependence is seen (the fit chooses a slope of 0.8(7) for
this term). We allow for light sea quark mass depen-
dence as before, although we might expect these effects
to also cancel to a large extent. Our results do not have
a lot of information about sea-quark mass dependence
since they all come from ensembles with similar light sea
quark masses in units of the s quark mass. This fit pa-
rameter then simply contributes 3.5% to the error on the
ratio.
The physical value for A obtained from the fit is
0.762(50), with the uncertainty dominated by the a-
dependence, sea-quark mass dependence and statistics.
To this we should add an additional systematic error of
1% for missing v4 terms in the NRQCD vector current,
giving 0.762(51). We do not expect any other sources
of systematic error to be significant, for example tuning
errors will largely cancel. The experimental value for the
ratio of f
√
M for Υ′ and Υ obtained from their masses
and decay widths to e+e− via eq. (11) is 0.716(8), marked
with a black diamond on Figure 2. Our result is in good
agreement with that determined from experiment, but a
lot less accurate.
Using the value from Section III A for the decay con-
stant of the Υ and the experimental ratio of masses, we
obtain
fΥ′ = 0.481(39)GeV. (24)
This will be shown on our summary plot in Section IV,
where it can be compared to the experimental result of
0.479(4) GeV determined from the leptonic width.
We can also use our physical value for the ratio A, the
experimental leptonic width for the Υ and the experimen-
tal mass ratio to determine a result for the leptonic width
of the Υ′. We obtain 0.69(9) keV, again in good agree-
ment with the experimental result of 0.612(11) keV [29].
C. Re+e−
Given a correctly normalised vector current operator,
as described in the previous section and Appendix A,
we can return to give values for the time-moments from
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FIG. 3: The 1/(n− 2)th root of the nth time-moment of the
vector current-current correlator for (bottom to top) n = 4,
6, 8 and 10, plotted against the square of the lattice spacing.
Blue open circles are for sets 1, 3 and 5 and red open squares
for 2 and 4. The errors on the points include the uncertainty
from ZV , k1 and the lattice spacing. The grey band shows
our physical result with its full error including that from fit-
ting the points and additional systematic errors. The black
diamonds are results determined from the experimental data
for Re+e−
eqs. (15) and (16). Results are given for (GVn )
1/(n−2) for
n = 4 to 10 in Table VII on each of our ensembles. The
power 1/(n − 2) is taken to reduce all the moments to
the same dimension. Figure 3 shows the results plotted
against the square of the lattice spacing. The errors on
the points come from uncertainty in ZV and k1 (taking
account of their correlation) and in the lattice spacing.
We fit the results for each moment as a function of
lattice according to the standard fit in eq. (21) using
the priors given there, except for the case n = 4 where
we increase the width of the prior on the a2 term to
3.0. Very strong a-dependence is seen for that case in
Figure 3, consistent with the fact that this moment has
a big contribution from relatively large spatial momenta.
To the fitted values we must add systematic errors
from:
• NRQCD systematics. Our NRQCD vector current
is missing relativistic corrections at O(v4). In Ap-
pendix A we estimate that the important spatial
momenta for moment n correspond to v2 ≈ 1/n.
We can test this expectation by studying the ef-
fect of the relativistic corrections we include in
J
(1)
V,NRQCD (i.e. at O(v2)). We find shifts for
the different moments compared to the leading or-
der result on fine set 5 lattices of n = 4 : 25%,
n = 6 : 22%, n = 8 : 18%, n = 10 : 15%. This
agrees reasonably well, but is a bit larger, as n in-
creases, than the naive expectation of 1/n. To de-
termine the systematic error from missing v4 terms,
we therefore take the square of the result we see at
O(v2), giving an uncertainty in the moment of 6%
for n = 4, 4% for n = 6, 3% for n = 8 and 2% for
n = 10. In the 1/(n − 2)th root of the moment,
the quantity determined here, the systematic error
becomes: 3% for n = 4, 1% for n = 6, 0.5% for
n = 8 and 0.4% for n = 10.
• b quark mass tuning. The results in Table VII for
set 1 show that mistuning the b quark mass has a
visible effect, with an increasing lattice value for
amb giving a smaller value for the moment. This
is most evident for the 4th moment. Mass tuning
relies on the lattice spacing determination and the
tuning error arises from the uncertainty in the lat-
tice spacing (since Mkin is determined more accu-
rately than a). Here the change in the quark mass
counteracts the change in lattice spacing so that
tuning uncertainties are relatively small. We take
1.5% for the 4th moment and 0.5% for the others.
• electromagnetism. The effect of electromagnetism
in experiment (e.g. photons in the final state) miss-
ing from our calculation were estimated for the
charm case in [8]. The uncertainties were very small
there, and will be negligible here because of the
smaller electric charge of the b quark.
Including these systematic uncertainties along with
those from the fit above gives the physical results from
our calculation:(
GV4
)1/2
= 0.086(5)(3)GeV−1(
GV6
)1/4
= 0.196(8)(2)GeV−1(
GV8
)1/6
= 0.295(11)(2)GeV−1(
GV10
)1/8
= 0.388(15)(2)GeV−1. (25)
The first error is from the fit, taking into account lat-
tice spacing dependence, and the second error is from
systematic errors estimated above.
The results agree well with the values extracted for
the q2 derivative moments, Mk (n = 2k + 2), of the
b quark vacuum polarization using experimental values
for Re+e− = σ(e
+e− → hadrons)/σpt [48]. These values,
appropriately normalised for the comparison to ours, are:
(M exp1 4!/(12pi
2e2b))
1/2 = 0.0915(3) GeV−1
(M exp2 6!/(12pi
2e2b))
1/4 = 0.1991(5) GeV−1
(M exp3 8!/(12pi
2e2b))
1/6 = 0.2996(5) GeV−1
(M exp4 10!/(12pi
2e2b))
1/8 = 0.3955(6) GeV−1. (26)
These are shown as the black diamonds in Figure 3. Our
results from lattice NRQCD have significantly larger er-
rors than those derived from experiment. As discussed
above this is primarily because of NRQCD systematic er-
rors for these low moments. Nevertheless this provides
a good test of QCD that is complementary to our tests
using the leptonic width in Sections III A and III B.
One application of our results is to the determina-
tion of the effect on the anomalous magnetic moment,
11
aµ = (gµ − 2)/2, of the µ lepton from coupling to a b
quark loop i.e. that part of the ‘hadronic vacuum polar-
isation’ (HVP) contribution that comes from b quarks.
We use the method developed in [49] which converts
the moments determined above to q2-derivatives of the
hadronic vacuum polarisation and thereby determines,
via Pade´ approximants, the q2-dependence of the inte-
grand required for the contribution to aµ. We obtain
abµ = 0.271(37) × 10−10 from our lattice results. This
can be compared with the result using our approach
but substituting the values for the moments extracted
from experiment as given in eq. (26) of 0.307(2)× 10−10
or that from using QCD perturbation theory [50] of
0.29(1)× 10−10.
Our error is sizeable and dominated by NRQCD sys-
tematics. This is because the small q2 region domi-
nates the integral for the contribution to aµ and the
integrand there is given almost entirely by the fourth
time-moment, which is the one we can determine least
well using NRQCD. The b-quark piece of the HVP con-
tribution to aµ is very small, however, compared to the
total hadronic vacuum polarisation contribution which is
≈ 700 × 10−10. Its error is therefore not critical to the
issue of reducing the theoretical uncertainty in the Stan-
dard Model result for aµ. It is nevertheless important
to have results for this quantity from lattice QCD as a
cross-check of other methods. Results using a relatvistic
formalism for the b quark should give smaller errors in
future for this quantity. See [51] for preliminary results
using the HISQ formalism [21] for the b quarks.
D. Mass of the b quark
We can also use our calculation of the time-moments
of the vector current-current correlator to determine the
mass of the b quark. The continuum expression for the
moments in eq. (17) contains a perturbative series di-
vided by powers of the b-quark mass in the MS scheme.
To obtain the continuum moments from the lattice mo-
ments requires multiplication by the current renormali-
sation factor ZV (as in Section III C) and this introduces
significant uncertainties in using the moments directly.
We can cancel ZV , however, in ratios of successive mo-
ments (in which the mass does not cancel) and this gives a
much more accurate and robust method, because at the
same time we can reduce other systematic errors. We
also multiply by the ratio of the spin-average of Υ and
ηb kinetic masses to twice the lattice b quark mass. This
cancels factors of the lattice b quark mass and allows us
to extract the b quark mass in the MS scheme as a ra-
tio to the spin-average of experimental Υ and ηb masses.
The relevant equations are given in eqs. (19) and (20),
yielding.
mb(µ) =
MΥ,ηb
2
[
Rn−2rn
Rnrn−2
]1/2
2mb
Mkin
(27)
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FIG. 4: The b quark mass in the MS scheme determined
from our calculation of time-moments of the vector current-
current correlator as a function of the moment number, n, in
eq. (27). Blue open circles are for the fine set 5 lattices and
the red open circles for the very coarse set 1. The errors on
the points are dominated by the uncertainty in the value of
k1, the current correction coefficient.
Set amb c4 n = 14 n = 18 n = 22
1 3.297 1.0 4.187(11) 4.193(6) 4.192(5)
1 3.297 1.22 4.188(11) 4.194(5) 4.193(6)
1 3.42 1.0 4.189(13) 4.197(6) 4.193(5)
2 3.25 1.22 4.192(11) 4.197(6) 4.196(5)
3 2.66 1.0 4.209(10) 4.210(7) 4.208(4)
4 2.62 1.20 4.210(10) 4.214(7) 4.211(4)
5 1.91 1.0 4.207(9) 4.204(5) 4.202(3)
TABLE VIII: Values for the b quark mass in GeV in the MS
scheme, determined from eq. (27) for n = 14, 18 and 22 on
each set of configurations that we use. The errors are those
from the uncertainty in k1; statistical errors are very small
here.
Table VIII gives our results from eq. (27) for n = 16,
18 and 20 on all sets and Fig. 4 shows results from sets
1 and 5 as a function of n. We expect to see mb reach a
plateau as n increases when internal spatial momenta in
the current-current correlator become small enough for
our NRQCD vector current to be a good approximation
to the continuum vector current and hence to the con-
tinuum perturbation theory. In a similar way to that for
ZV (see Appendix A) we see that this happens down to
moment numbers as low as n = 8 in eq. (27) on the fine
lattices, but needs somewhat higher moment numbers on
the coarser lattices. The results for the two, very differ-
ent, lattice spacing values agree where they have both
reached a plateau.
We consequently take results from n = 18 for our cen-
tral value and plot these as a function of a2 in Fig. 5.
There is very little dependence on sea-quark mass or lat-
tice spacing. Indeed, as Table VIII also shows, there is
very little dependence on the c4 coefficient in the NRQCD
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FIG. 5: The b quark mass in the MS scheme determined from
our calculation of time-moments of the vector current-current
correlator using eq. (27) with n = 18. Blue open circles are
from sets 1, 3 and 5 and red open squares from sets 2 and
4. The errors on the points include uncorrelated errors only
and are dominated by the uncertainty in the value of k1, the
current correction coefficient. The grey band is the physical
value we obtain with its total error, including the error from
lattice spacing and quark mass dependence obtained from a fit
to the points as well as additional systematic errors described
in the text.
action or on the lattice b quark mass (since this depen-
dence is largely cancelled by Mkin). The errors on the
masses are dominated by that from the uncertainty in
the value of k1; statistical errors are negligible here. As
expected, the error from changing k1 falls as n increases
and the moments become more nonrelativistic.
To determine a physical value for the mass, we again
fit the results as a function of lattice spacing and sea-
quark mass, allowing for amb-dependent NRQCD errors.
We use eq. (21) for the appropriate hadronic parameter,
which here is mb−MΥ,ηb/2. This is the ‘binding energy’
of the meson which is the consequence of the QCD in-
teractions that we include in our lattice calculation. The
physical value for mb(µ = 4.18 GeV, nf = 4) that we ob-
tain from our fit is 4.207(21) GeV. The result from fitting
values from n = 14 or 22 are the same within a fraction of
1σ. To the error on the physical value we must add sys-
tematic errors (which are correlated between the points
on Fig. 5 and therefore not included there) from:
• continuum perturbation theory. The perturbative
coefficients in our reduced perturbation theory are
well-behaved, as shown in Table III. For mb we use
the square root of the ratio of the perturbative se-
ries for successive moments, reducing further the
size of the coefficients multiplying powers of αs that
can appear. We take an error on mb of 0.25α
3
s/2
(the factor of 2 for the square root) which is 0.15%
(7 MeV). This covers uncertainties from missing
α4s terms as well as uncertainty in the α
3
s coeffi-
cients [42] and small uncertainties at lower order
from mass effects as discussed in Section II E. A
test of this error is simply to miss out the α3s co-
efficients from our perturbation theory. This in-
creases the value of mb we obtain almost uniformly
by 5 MeV, so a 7 MeV error on including the α3s
coefficients is conservative.
• value of αs. Changing the value of αs(mb) by 1σ
in our perturbative formulae changes the value of
mb we obtain by 3 MeV (in the opposite direction
to the change in αs).
• NRQCD systematics. Our NRQCD action is im-
proved almost completely through αsv
4, but we
are missing v4 terms in the vector current. Fol-
lowing Appendix A we estimate the effect of this
at v4 ≈ (1/n)2. For n = 18 this gives 0.3% (13
MeV). We can test this estimate by determining
masses from using the leading-order current alone
(i.e. missing v2 corrections). We find a shift (down-
wards) of 30 MeV on very coarse lattices and 8 MeV
on fine lattices. So an uncertainty of 13 MeV is con-
servative for missing higher order v4 terms in the
current.
• b quark mass tuning. This is negligible, as is clear
from the entries seen in Table VIII for set 1 at dif-
ferent masses.
Electromagnetic effects appear in the value of the spin-
average of Υ and ηb masses that we use for tuning. This
has negligible impact (1 MeV) on the result for mb. The
effect of missing b quarks in the sea will be accounted for
using perturbation theory below.
Adding the errors above in quadrature gives mb(µ =
4.18 GeV, nf = 4) = 4.207(26) GeV. To compare results
at the conventional point we must convert this to an
nf = 5 quark mass at its own scale and we do this using
perturbation theory [52]. We obtain
mb(mb, nf = 5) = 4.196(23) GeV, (28)
with the error squeezed down by the evolution of the
mass to its own scale, but we include an error from un-
certainties in this evolution. Evolving to 10 GeV gives
a value mb(10GeV, nf = 5) = 3.650(25) GeV. The error
budget for mb at the scale 10 GeV is given in Table V.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented here the first complete nonpertur-
bative calculation of the leptonic widths of the Υ and Υ′
using full lattice QCD including u, d, s and c quarks in
the sea. These are hard calculations to do in lattice QCD
because they require an accurate matching of the lattice
QCD vector current to the continuum vector current and
because they are short-distance quantities, sensitive to
discretisation errors. We use a matching method which
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FIG. 6: A summary of values for decay constants of mesons that are narrow and so well-characterised in experiment.
The experimental results are taken from appropriate average weak or electromagnetic annihilation rates in the Particle Data
Tables [29] and, for weak decays, using average values of the appropriate CKM element. For fK , fD and fDs experimentally
determined values are taken from the decay constant review. For the B+ we use the average branching fraction [29] obtained
by Belle and BaBar [53–56], along with a value for Vub from a unitarity fit to the CKM matrix [29] to obtain fB+ = 0.220(28)
GeV. For the lattice QCD results we use world’s best values. They are divided into predictions, in which lattice calculations
originally predated an experimental result, and postdictions, in which good experimental values existed before lattice results.
The lattice result for f+pi is marked with a cross to indicate that it has been used to set the scale for some analyses (although
not here). φ, J/ψ, D∗s , ηc, ηb and Bc results come from [8, 46, 47, 57, 58] using nf = 3 configurations. For K
+ we use our
results on the nf = 4 configurations used here [59] and for D and Ds we use recent results from the MILC/Fermilab Lattice
collaborations on these configurations [60], updating our earlier results on nf = 3 configurations [46, 61]. For B and Bs we use
our results on the nf = 4 configurations using NRQCD b quarks as here [24]. Finally, the decay constants for Υ and Υ
′ come
from this paper.
is nonperturbative on the lattice, making use of high-
order continuum QCD perturbation theory. We obtain
5% uncertainty on the Υ decay constant and 8% on that
of the Υ′ (7% uncertainty on the ratio of the two).
Our results are:
fΥ = 0.649(31) GeV
fΥ′ = 0.481(39) GeV (29)
giving leptonic decay widths:
Γ(Υ→ e+e−) = 1.19(11) keV
Γ(Υ′ → e+e−) = 0.69(9) keV (30)
in good agreement with experiment.
In Figure 6 we summarise lattice QCD results for de-
cay constants of well-characeterised mesons with com-
parison to experimental results determined from weak
(for charged pseudoscalars) or electromagnetic (for neu-
tral vectors) decays. This is an update of the summary
given in [47]. To determine decay constants from ex-
perimental results for weak decays we use average values
for the appropriate Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM)
matrix elements from the Particle Data Tables [29]. The
lattice results given in the Figure all come from simula-
tions that include u, d, s quarks in the sea or (as here)
u, d, s and c quarks in the sea. The figure demonstrates
the ability of lattice QCD to cover a wide range of physics
results working simply with the QCD Lagrangian and the
input parameters for QCD. The agreement with experi-
ment is good (within 2σ), where experimental results are
available. Lattice QCD is also able to make predictions
(given by violet circles in the Figure - some of these now
also have experimental results) and confidence in the re-
liability of these is enhanced by the fact that they sit
within this wider picture.
The results for Υ and Υ′ from this paper are in fact the
least accurate. To improve these results in future requires
further study of the current correction operators in the
nonrelativistic expansion of the vector current. Different
representations of this current will have different matrix
elements and different ‘mixing-down’ behaviour with the
leading-order current which may reduce uncertainties in
ZV and discretisation effects. Higher-order current cor-
rections should also be considered. Finer lattices, with a
spacing of a ≈ 0.06 fm are also available [20] and calcula-
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FIG. 7: Lattice QCD results for mb in the MS scheme with
5 flavours and evaluated at its own scale. Results are from
calculations that include either 3 or 4 flavours of sea quarks
and so can be perturbatively corrected to 5 flavours. All 4
results use different methods, indicated on the right. The
top result is from this paper, the second from [62], the third
from [17] and the fourth from [63], adjusted perturbatively
to nf = 5. The grey band gives the weighted average of the
lattice results: 4.184(15) GeV.
tions on these would have reduced discretisation errors,
for example in the ratio of Υ′ to Υ decay constants.
Since our method uses time-moments of the vector
heavyonium correlation function we are also able to com-
pare results directly to values for low moment num-
ber derived from experiment for σ(e+e− → hadrons) in
the b quark region. We find good agreement, although
NRQCD systematic errors are large for these moments.
Improved results will come from the use of relativis-
tic formalisms such as HISQ. Our results can be con-
verted into the first lattice result for the b quark contri-
bution to the anomalous magnetic moment of the muon,
abµ = 0.271(37)× 10−10.
Finally we give a new determination of the b quark
mass from matching ratios of time-moments of the vector
current-current correlator to continuum QCD perturba-
tion theory through NNNLO. Our result is
mb(mb, nf = 5) = 4.196(23) GeV (31)
with an error that puts this result among the best lattice
QCD determinations of this Standard Model parameter.
Figure 7 gives a summary plot of lattice QCD results
for mb. We compare values obtained on configurations
that include either u, d, s or u, d, s, c quarks in the sea and
can then be converted into a value for mb(mb, nf = 5)
by adding in the c, b or b quarks respectively using per-
turbation theory. The four results use different methods.
The top result is from the work described here. The sec-
ond [62] uses the relativistic HISQ formalism for the b
quark and pseudoscalar current-current correlators that
are absolutely normalised on the lattice. Low moments
(n = 4− 10) are compared to continuum QCD perturba-
tion theory for a range of masses up to the b quark mass
on the finest lattices. Results are combined from nf = 3
and nf = 4 calculations, updating [14]. The third [17]
calculates the quark mass from the binding energy for Υ
and Bs mesons using the NRQCD formalism on nf = 3
gluon field configurations. This combines the nonpertur-
bative lattice calculation with continuum QCD pertur-
bation theory for the mass renormalisation and lattice
QCD perturbation theory for the heavy quark self-energy,
both through O(α2s), in a method developed in [64]. The
fourth result uses the twisted mass formalism for a range
of quark masses from c to b on configurations that include
nf = 4 sea quarks. A ratio is taken of heavy-light meson
masses to quark masses, for successively larger masses in
a procedure that has a well-defined static (infinite quark
mass) limit. This allows interpolation to the b quark
mass. The result given of 4.29(13) GeV is for nf = 4.
Perturbative adjustment to nf = 5 gives 4.28(13) GeV
and that is the value plotted in Figure 7.
The results all have very different systematic errors.
Even the two results that use current-current correlator
methods are working in a very different range of moment
number requiring different methods (i.e. a direct extrac-
tion vs using a ratio of moments) with different mesons
and a different quark action. There is therefore no ob-
vious correlation between the results and we can take
a weighted average to obtain 4.184(15) GeV, plotted as
the grey band in Figure 7. This result is very compati-
ble with, but twice as accurate as, the current evaluation
in the Particle Data Tables [29]. The value also agrees
well with determinations from continuum methods, for
example using Re+e− results in the b region [48].
The method we have given here is applicable to other
lattice formalisms for heavy quarks, for example that of
the Fermilab Lattice Collaboration [65]. Further deter-
minations of mb from other formalisms would be useful in
the long-term goal of reducing uncertainties in Standard
Model parameters needed for precision characterisation
of the Higgs boson.
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Appendix A: Determination of ZV
The perturbative analysis of heavy-heavy current-
current correlators is well developed in continuum QCD
perturbation theory [38–42] and here we make use of that
to normalise the lattice NRQCD vector current for bb an-
nihilation that we use to determine the Υ leptonic width.
The method is a variation of that used for the J/ψ lep-
tonic width in [8]. In that case we were working with
a relativistic discretisation of the QCD quark action on
the lattice. Since here we have a nonrelativistic discreti-
sation there are some differences in the approach that we
lay out in this section3.
Time-moments of current-current correlators, being
ultraviolet-finite quantities, can be calculated in lattice
QCD and extrapolated to the continuum limit to give a
continuum result that can be compared to experiment [8].
The current used in the correlator must be matched to
the continuum current, however. When the Highly Im-
proved Staggered Quark discretisation [21] is used, for
example, the local pseudoscalar density is absolutely nor-
malised [13, 14] but the vector current normalisation has
to be fixed. For heavy quarks this can be done using
the continuum QCD perturbation theory for the vec-
tor current-current correlator moments. The multiplica-
tive renormalisation factor ZV is simply determined by
matching the lattice result at a given lattice spacing for
a specific moment to the perturbative result. We can
choose which moment to use, since differences in ZV that
arise from a different choice are discretisation effects that
must disappear in the continuum limit, along with other
discretisation errors that result from working at a non-
zero lattice spacing. The low moments, 4–10, are known
through O(α3s) so are clearly to be preferred over higher
ones. It is convenient to use ratios of vector to pseu-
doscalar current-current correlator moments since then
factors of the quark mass cancel [8].
When a nonrelativistic discretisation of the QCD quark
action is used, neither the pseudoscalar nor the vector
currents is absolutely normalised and the lattice current
is only determined to a given order in a relativistic expan-
sion. Hence the match to continuum QCD perturbation
theory has both discretisation errors and relativistic er-
rors, which are mixed by the higher dimension operators
used to implement corrections, and so we cannot simply
take a value of Z from the match for a specific moment.
In determining the normalisation of the current we
can, however, make use of the fact that time-moments
with low moment number emphasise very short times
in the current-current correlator and are therefore sen-
sitive to much higher internal spatial momenta within
the quark-antiquark pair (the overall momentum of the
3 Note also that, in a nonrelativistic formalism, the annihilation
and scattering currents do not have the same renormalisation
factor
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FIG. 8: Renormalisation factor ZV for the leading term in the
NRQCD vector current, J
(0)
V,i,NRQCD, determined from contin-
uum QCD perturbation theory for the current-current cor-
relator using eq. (A8) and plotted as a function of moment
number, n. The top plot shows results on the very coarse
lattices, set 1 (for amb = 3.297, the preferred value), and the
lower plot shows results on the fine lattices, set 5. The error
on the points includes uncertainty in the continuum pertur-
bation theory. The grey bands give the results of a fit to a
constant for range 16–20 for set 1 and 14–20 for set 5.
pair is zero) than higher moments are [14]. Thus, as the
moment number changes, the sensitivity to relativistic
corrections changes. This is easily seen in an analysis of
the free case. At leading relativistic order, for vector or
pseudoscalar moments, multiplying the free quark and
antiquark propagators together we have
Gn = 4
∫
d4x tn
∫
dE1d
3p1
(2pi)4
dE2d
3p2
(2pi)4
(A1)
e−2mtei(E1+E2)tei(p1+p2)·x
(iE1 + p21/2m)(iE2 + p
2
2/2m)
where the quarks have mass m. Integrating over x and
p gives
Gn = 4
∫
dt tnΘ(t)e−2mt
∫
d3p
(2pi)3
e(−p
2/m)t. (A2)
Performing the integral over t allows us to study the con-
tribution to the integral as a function of v2, the square
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FIG. 9: Renormalisation factor ZV for the NRQCD vec-
tor current including leading and next-to-leading terms,
J
(0)
V,i,NRQCD + k1J
(1)
V,i,NRQCD, plotted as a function of moment
number, n. From top to bottom results are from very coarse
set 1 and fine set 5. The error on the points includes uncer-
tainty in the continuum perturbation theory. The grey bands
give the results of a fit to a constant in each case.
of the heavy quark velocity (in units of c2) in the quark-
antiquark pair and the expansion parameter in the non-
relativistic expansion. In
Gn =
n!
pi22n+1mn−2
∫
(v2)1/2d(v2)
(1 + v2/2)n+1
(A3)
the integrand peaks at v2 = 1/(n + 1/2), falling as ex-
pected with increasing n.
We therefore expect that the comparison of contin-
uum QCD perturbation theory to the NRQCD correlator
moments will in general be poor at very small moment
number (n = 4, . . .), where the internal velocity within
the quark-antiquark pair can be large and NRQCD, as
an expansion in v2, will have sizeable systematic errors.
The comparison will improve as the moment number in-
creases (n ≥ 6) and the internal momentum falls to non-
relativistic values. The improvement will be visible as the
development of a plateau region in a plot of the renor-
malisation constant ZV as a function of moment number.
This will happen at a moment number where discretisa-
tion and relativistic corrections missing from the NRQCD
calculation have become small compared to the unknown
higher order terms in αs in the continuum perturbation
theory expansion for ZV .
As discussed in Section II D we calculate NRQCD vec-
tor current-current correlators using a local NRQCD cur-
rent at source and sink, JV,NRQCD. Allowing for a renor-
malisation of this current to match the continuum vector
current we have
JV,i = ZV JV,NRQCD,i. (A4)
Time moments of the vector correlator calculated from
JV,NRQCD, CV,NRQCD(t), are then related to those from
the continuum current, GVn , by
GVn ≡ Z2V CVn (A5)
= 2Z2V
∑
t
(t/a)nCV,NRQCD(t) exp(−[Mkin − E0]t)
up to discretisation and relativistic correction terms,
where we reproduce eq. (15) from Section II E. GVn is
given by a perturbative expansion
GVn =
gVn (αs, µ/mb)
(amb(µ))n−2
(A6)
where gVn is known through O(α3s) [38–42]. mb is the b
quark mass in the MS scheme.
Dividing by the tree-level value for the correlator mo-
ments reduces both relativistic and discretisation errors.
ZV is then given by
Z2V =
CV,U=1n
CVn
rVn
(
mb
mb
)n−2
(A7)
where CV,U=1n is the appropriate time-moment of the free
NRQCD correlator (with the coefficients in the NRQCD
action of eq. (1) set to their tree-level values of 1), mb
is the quark mass in the NRQCD Hamiltonian and rVn is
the perturbative series gVn divided by its leading, O(α0s)
result and for which coefficients are given in Table III.
Taking appropriate powers to cancel factors of the quark
mass means that we can extract ZV from a ratio using
different moments:
ZV = X
(n′−2)/(2(n′−n))
n /X
(n−2)/(2(n′−n))
n′ (A8)
with
Xn =
CV,U=1n
CVn
rVn . (A9)
We will simply use n′ = n + 2. We evaluate rVn using
µ = mb and take αMS(nf = 4,mb) = 0.2268(24) [29].
Figure 8 shows an example of this approach in the
case where the NRQCD current operator used is the
leading term in the relativistic expansion of the current,
J
(0)
V,NRQCD,i ≡ χ†σiψ (eq. (12)). We see a plateau in ZV
for moments between 14 and 20 for very coarse lattices
and 12 to 20 for fine lattices. The errors on the points
17
Set amb c4 k1 ZV
1 3.297 1.0 -0.42(16) 0.902(5)(58)
1 3.297 1.22 -0.29(15) 0.963(5)(60)
1 3.42 1.0 -0.52(20) 0.890(5)(67)
2 3.25 1.22 -0.36(16) 0.926(5)(62)
3 2.66 1.0 -0.18(10) 0.865(6)(59)
4 2.62 1.20 -0.11(9) 0.913(6)(50)
5 1.91 1.0 0.155(35) 1.019(8)(35)
TABLE IX: Values for k1 and ZV of eq. (A10) obtained from
our current matching procedure for the NRQCD vector cur-
rent (see text for details). Two errors are given for ZV . The
first is from the fit for ZV at the central value of k1 and is
dominated by that from truncation errors in the continuum
perturbation theory and statistical errors in the determina-
tion of the meson kinetic mass. The second comes from the
uncertainty in k1 and is correlated with that uncertainty, so
that ZV increases as k1 increases.
include the truncation errors from the continuum per-
turbation theory, taken as 0.25α3s to include uncertainty
at this order [42], unknown terms at higher orders and
possible missing mass-effects at lower orders. The statis-
tical errors from the calculation of the NRQCD correla-
tors are very small but the statistical error in the deter-
mination of the kinetic mass that appears in the time-
moments (eq. (15) is significant here. Nonperturbative
contributions to the moments from the gluon condensate
divided by the fourth power of the quark mass, discussed
at length for charmonium correlators in [13, 14, 62], are
negligible here because of the size of the b quark mass.
The Z values given in Figure 8 are obtained from fitting
the results to a constant over the range of moment num-
ber. We use 14–20 on the fine lattices (χ2/dof = 0.05)
and 16–20 on the very coarse (χ2/dof = 0.6).
Our NRQCD Hamiltonian is completely improved
through O(v4) (eq. (1)), which is next-to-leading order
in the relativistic expansion. We also include almost all
corrections at O(αsv4). We therefore expect that the be-
haviour of ZV for moment numbers at the low end of the
plateau in Figure 8 can be improved by the addition of
next-to-leading order relativistic corrections to the cur-
rent, since the current J
(0)
V,NRQCD is the only source of
errors at this order. In fact we can use this to determine
the coefficient of the current correction term nonpertur-
batively.
We take, as in eq. (14),
JV,i = ZV (J
(0)
V,NRQCD,i + k1J
(1)
V,NRQCD,i) (A10)
and use the behaviour of ZV to determine k1. Since there
is only one relativistic (and discretisation) current correc-
tion operator at this order, this is straightforward to do.
Figure 9 shows the behaviour of ZV for our preferred
values of k1 on the very coarse and fine lattices. Note that
the CV,U=1n needed for the ratio in eq. (A9) is calculated
with the tree-level value of k1 i.e. 1/6. By adjusting k1
we are able to achieve a plateau in ZV down to n = 10 or
below in all cases. To achieve a plateau in Z to lower n
values would require current corrections at higher order
in v2 (and a2). We take the central value of k1 as the
point of minimum χ2/dof (0.8 for set 1, 0.2 for set 3 and
0.4 for set 5) and the uncertainty on k1 as the range that
gives ∆χ2/dof = 1.
The corresponding values of k1 and ZV obtained are
given in Table IX. The k1 values agree well with those
from matching the NRQCD vector current using O(αs)
lattice QCD perturbation theory [35] (although note that
this perturbation theory is not directly applicable to our
calculation). There it was found that, at a quark mass
value amb close to that we use on the fine lattices, the
O(αs) corrections to k1 were very small, leaving it at
its tree-level value of 1/6. At larger values of amb, corre-
sponding to our coarser lattices, the O(αs) corrections to
k1 became large and negative, dominating the tree-level
result and leading to a change in sign for k1.
The value for ZV depends on k1 because radiative
corrections to the current corrections can generate the
leading-order current in a process known as ‘mixing
down’ [35]. Thus the ZV values given in Table IX have
two errors. The first comes from the fit result at a fixed
value of k1 and the second comes from the uncertainty
in k1 and is correlated with that uncertainty. The un-
certainty in k1 is estimated as described above and is
sizeable. However the associated shift in ZV has the ef-
fect of counteracting this change when determining the
decay constant (as expected for a mixing-down effect)
so that the uncertainty in that quantity is significantly
smaller than the errors in Table IX naively imply (see
Section III A). We also see, from that Table that, as ex-
pected for a renormalisation constant, the values for k1
and ZV do not change significantly between sets at ap-
proximately the same value of the lattice spacing.
The NRQCD current that we obtain with the values
of k1 and ZV given here still has systematic errors from
missing current corrections at O(v4). These errors will be
accounted for in the error budget for the different quan-
tities that we determine using this current in Section III.
Appendix B: Tests of relativistic covariance of
NRQCD correlators
As part of testing the NRQCD framework, it is im-
portant to check for consistency against relativistic be-
haviour as NRQCD is improved. Here we provide tests
of amplitudes that complement earlier results [16] on me-
son energies. The tests involve studies of the amplitudes
of the leading order NRQCD vector current (J
(0)
V,NRQCD)
for mesons of non-zero spatial momentum. Since the rest
of this paper looks at an improved NRQCD current and
mesons with zero spatial momentum, the results here are
not directly relevant to the rest of our results. They are
nevertheless useful as part of the NRQCD ‘bigger picture’
and so we include them here as an Appendix.
As relativistic corrections are added to the NRQCD
action it starts to behave, not surprisingly, more like a
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FIG. 10: ηb correlator amplitudes as a function of the square
of the ηb spatial momentum. Amplitudes are given as a ratio
to the zero momentum amplitude. Results are from set 5 fine
configurations. Blue crosses indicated results from a purely
v2 NRQCD action (H0 only) and red squares give results from
the full v4 action used here (eq. (1)).
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FIG. 11: Temporal axial current matrix elements derived from
NRQCD ηb correlator amplitudes as a function of the square
of the ηb spatial momentum. Amplitudes are given as a ra-
tio to the zero momentum amplitude. Results are from very
coarse set 1 (pink crosses), coarse set 3 (blue circles) and fine
set 5 (red squares). The green line gives the ratio of meson
energy to mass, using the experimental value for the ηb mass.
relativistic action. In [16] (see also [66]) the behaviour
of the meson energy as a function of spatial momentum
was discussed, in particular the roˆle of v4 corrections to
the action in feeding the meson binding energy into the
kinetic mass of eq. (8), so that the dispersion relation for
energy as a function of momentum is correct.
Here we discuss the behaviour of the ground-state am-
plitudes/overlaps for mesons made from quark propaga-
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FIG. 12: Pseudoscalar current matrix elements derived from
NRQCD ηb correlator amplitudes by applying the matching
factor given in eq. B5 as a function of the square of the ηb
spatial momentum. Amplitudes are given as a ratio to the
zero momentum amplitude. Results are from very coarse set
1 (pink crosses), coarse set 3 (blue circles) and fine set 5 (red
squares). The green line shows P -independent behaviour.
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FIG. 13: Vector current matrix elements derived from
NRQCD Υ correlator amplitudes for the case of a current
with polarisation x at both source and sink and meson mo-
mentum P of the form (p, p, 0) or (p, p, p). crel is obtained
from c by applying the matching factor given in eq. B6. Am-
plitudes are given as a ratio to the zero momentum amplitude.
Results are from very coarse set 1 (pink crosses), coarse set
3 (blue circles) and fine set 5 (red squares). The green line
shows the expected behaviour as
√
1 + P 2x/M
2
Υ, using the ex-
perimental value of the Υ mass. On all 3 lattices the leftmost
points correspond to momentum (in units of 2pi/Ls) of (1,1,0)
and (1,1,1). On the fine lattices these two points are on top
of each other.
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tors from a delta function source, φ(x) = δ(x) in eq. (3).
This corresponds to the leading order vector current,
J
(0)
V,NRQCD (eq. (12)), in the case of vector mesons and the
leading order current J = χ†ψ for pseudoscalar mesons.
We study the amplitudes for these operators (eq. (6)),
as a function of spatial momentum and show how the
correct relativistically covariant behaviour develops for
moving mesons once v4 terms are added to the NRQCD
action.
For local current operators we expect the following rel-
ativistically covariant behaviour:
〈0|ψγ5ψ|ηb(p)〉 = constant (B1)
〈0|ψγ5γ0ψ|ηb(p)〉 ∝ Eηb(p)
〈0|ψγiψ|Υ(p, λ)〉 ∝ (p, λ)
where (p, λ) is the Υ polarisation vector.
To test this for NRQCD we must match NRQCD cur-
rent operators to continuum ones for a quark-antiquark
pair with net spatial momentum. We work simply at
tree-level and perform a nonrelativistic expansion of the
Dirac bilinear v(p)Γu(p) in terms of Pauli spinors using
u(p) =
(
ψ
σ·p
E+mψ
)√
E +m
2E
(B2)
v(p) =
( σ·p
E+mχ
χ
)√
E +m
2E
where m is the quark mass, E, its energy and we have
chosen a nonrelativistic normalisation for the states (u†u
= ψ†ψ = 1). When NRQCD to continuum matching is
done for mesons at rest [35] we expand v(−k)Γu(k) in
powers of k where k is an internal momentum ( m)
for the quarks inside the meson. Higher order terms
in k become relativistic corrections to the leading order
NRQCD current and implemented via derivative oper-
ators on the fields. This is the approach taken for the
NRQCD vector current in section II D (see eq. (13)). In
the case where the meson has momentum P we must ex-
pand v(P/2− k)Γu(P/2+ k) in powers of P to identify
current correction terms coming from this momentum.
For simplicity we work to lowest order in k i.e. we set
k to zero. This is sufficient here because the terms in P
dominate those in k when we take a ratio of results be-
tween mesons at rest and moving mesons. The terms in k
will largely cancel because the internal momenta change
little, whereas effects from the external momentum, P,
are only present for moving mesons and are highlighted
in such a ratio.
Then to this order :
v(P)γ5u(P) =
m
E
χ†ψ (B3)
v(P)γ0γ5u(P) = χ
†ψ
v(P)γiu(P) =
E +m
2E
χ†
[
σi +
σ ·P/2
E +m
σi
σ ·P/2
E +m
]
ψ
where E ≡ E(P). We see that in the first case the match-
ing generates a simple numerical factor which is a func-
tion of P by which to multiply the NRQCD operator. In
the second case this factor is simply 1. The third case
is more complicated since there is a interplay between
momentum components and meson polarisation, but in
fact this is exactly what is required to generate the cor-
rect sum over polarisation vectors (δij +PiPj/M
2) in the
meson correlation function when two such operators are
combined [67].
To test whether and how the factors given in eq. (B3)
give the results expected in eq. (B1) we generate NRQCD
b quark propagators and meson correlation functions
CPS,NRQCD for ηb and CV,NRQCD for Υ using local source
and sink operators χ†ψ and χ†σxψ respectively. The cor-
relators are generated at zero and non-zero spatial mo-
mentum using a random wall source as described for the
determination of the kinetic mass in Section II F. We fit
the correlators averaged over configurations to the multi-
exponential form given in eq. 6, extracting the ground
state amplitude for different momenta, c(P), so that:
CNRQCD(t)
t→∞
= c(P)c∗(P)e−E0t + . . . (B4)
Figure 10 shows results for c(P)/c(0) for the ηb com-
paring the NRQCD action we use here that includes
terms at v4, with the result from just using H0 along
with discretisation corrections to H0 (i.e. a purely v
2
action) on the fine lattices, set 5. We see very different
behaviour – for the full action the amplitude rises linearly
with P 2 (as the energy); for the v2 action it does not.
We now consider the impact of the correction factors in
eq. (B3). For the temporal axial current, as indicated in
eq. (B3), the factor connecting the NRQCD operator χ†ψ
and the Dirac operator is 1. Thus the NRQCD amplitude
in this case can be directly compared with the expecta-
tion in eq. (B1) since we take a nonrelativistic normali-
sation for the states. We therefore expect growth of the
amplitude according to the ratio of the meson energy to
the mass, E(P)/Mηb . Figure 11 shows that indeed, for
the full NRQCD action, the temporal axial current ma-
trix element does increase with the energy as it should. It
is clear from comparison with Figure 10 that this would
not happen for the v2-only NRQCD action.
Figure 12 shows equivalent results for the amplitude
that can be related to the pseudoscalar current matrix
element. Here we have taken
crel(P) = c(P)
m√
P 2/4 +m2
(B5)
following eq. (B3) for that case. This then results in
an amplitude which becomes P -independent on the fine
lattices for the full v4 NRQCD action, as it should from
eq. B1.
For the vector we illustrate the results for the corre-
lator made using χ†σxψ at both source and sink. Then
the numerical matching factor to convert the NRQCD
amplitudes into Dirac amplitudes is given by:
crel(P) = c(P)
[
m
E
+
P 2x
E(E +m)
]
(B6)
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where E =
√
P 2 +m2. Figure 13 shows the result of
applying this matching for Υ amplitudes as a function
of momentum. The results on successively finer lattices
again move closer to the expectation from eq. (B1), which
in this case is
√
1 + P 2x/M
2
Υ. Note again that this works
because the original NRQCD amplitudes c(P) in the Υ
case behave in a very similar way to that of the ηb ampli-
tudes shown in Figure 10 i.e. with the v2 only action they
are approximately P -independent (in that case they are
indistinguishable from ηb amplitudes since there are no
spin-dependent terms in H0) and with the full v
4 action
they increase approximately as EΥ.
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